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7l Forged 1/2d of George III
obv, GLORfOVS IER VES
rev. BRITANNIA 1771

8) Forged 1/2d of George III
obv. GLORIVS IER VES
rev. HEBRIDES 1797

No.1 is of the type illustrated in several
varieties in R. Dalton & S. Hamer,
The. Provingi?l Token - Coinaqe of the 1 Bth
Centurv, 1910, 64-70r €sp. 66-7. Nos. Z and
8 are typical of the forgeries which passed
among illiterate or distracted people, eg. atrace meetings, when the legend looked
sufficiently like the real thing to satisfy aquick glance but avoided the charge of
counterfeiting. The lrish series wasparticularly prone to forgery.

Sections of Ditches (Holes) in
Lancaster CemeterY

By Philip Hudson

The diagram (Fig 1 ) shows a rough tracing of'
a document found by the writer in the DDHH

N.W. Maps collection at the County Record
Office, Preston.

This document measures 20" x 20" approx. and
has the heading "sections of Holes in
Lancaster Cemetery, 1 887", with the only
clues as to location being the i-nclusion of a
grave stone with an O.S. Bench Mark near by
"ditch" number one.

This stone is
dedication:

inscribed with the following

"Jane wife of Robert Clarke died Feb 23/86"

All of the "ditches" (holes), eight in total'
are drawn to scale and some have the exact
widths shown, ranging from 78 to 196 feet
wide, and aII are several feet deep, with
"V"-shaped profiles or flat bottoms; some are
partly filled.

It is the writer's opinion that these
features could have some archaeological
importance and every effort should be made to
locate the sites and record any remaining
features.

The above information and a copy of the
tracing was passed onto Mr Ben Edwards, the
County Archaeologist in March 1 990 , for the
record, and his further investigation, but
the writer would welcome any information
anyone has on these features.
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Sections of holes in Lancaster Cemetery 1 BBz

North West Wetlands SurveY
Work in Cumbria and Lancashire 1 990

by Bob Middleton

In the last year, the NWWS has continued its
detailed archaeological and palaeoecological
work in the lowlands of Lancashire, Cumbriat
and elsewhere.
In the Fylde, in Lancashire, the remainder of
Stalmine Moss and part of Rawcliffe Moss were
fieldwalked and the initial, promising
results \,rere conf irmed with a total of 10
findspots located, af which four could be
termed 'sitest , dating from the Mesolithic to
the Bronze Age. SmaII amounts of later'
possibly medieval, material were also
r".one.Ld, which are thought to have been the
result of agricultural activities during the
initial reclamation of the moss-

Work has also been undertaken on the Solway
Plain, Cumbria; complete surveys have been
made of the extensive peat extraction
openations at Solway Moss, Bolton Fell Moss

"ta Wedholme Flow. Although no
archaeological sites \^tere immediately
detectable, a charcoal-rich buried soil was
visible in several places preserved beneath
thick peat deposits. Analysis of this soil
is curiently underway, the results of which
should allow us to determine the extent of
human interference on the mossland fringe'

This archaeological survey has been backed up
by detailed palaeoecological sampling to
r6construct piehistoric plant communities,
climate and environment. The analysis of
both the pollen and the plant remains from
the core taken from Winmarleigh Moss haveGravestone inscription: Jane

Robert Clark died Feb. 23/86
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